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Abstract
Usage of mobile dating apps has been a rising trend in recent times, including during the COVID-19 lockdown periods. One 
of the key concerns about the use of such apps is in the amount and types of user data collected (e.g., personal and sensi-
tive information such as sexual orientation, and information about online activities such as intimate messages and browsing 
behaviors). Since it is relatively easy and inexpensive to setup a man-in-the-middle attack and intercept dating app communi-
cation, a natural question is then whether the communication is encrypted and/or how much ‘useful’ information an attacker 
can infer from the intercepted communication, for example using freely available tools. Seeking to answer this question, we 
focus on the Badoo dating applications for both Android and iOS mobile devices (i.e., app version 5.187.0 on iPphone 7 
(iOS 14.2), and app version 5.198.1 on Moto G5 Plus (Android v7.0)). Specifically, we explain the types of information an 
individual could obtain using only a laptop and Wireshark, a freely available network capture tool.

Keywords Dating apps · Online dating · Dating app artifacts · Man-in-the-middle attack

1 Introduction

Dating applications (apps) are increasingly popular, as `old-
school’ dating platforms like e-Harmony and Match migrate 
to mobile dating apps. For example, a 2020 Statista study 
found that the two most popular mobile dating apps, Tinder 
and Bumble, had reportedly 7.86 and 5.03 million users in 
2019 [1]. With so many people choosing to create accounts 
on mobile dating apps, it is crucial that users understand the 
risks. Mobile dating apps contain a treasure trove of per-
sonal information that can have serious implications when 
such information falls into the wrong hands. In 2016, for 
example, a Tinder user was reportedly murdered by another 
user who they ‘rejected’ on the app. The rejected individual 
allegedly broke into the victim’s home and committed the 
murder [2]. There are many more other recent instances of 
dating app-related criminal activities, and thus mitigating 

the risks of mobile dating is a key safety concern for the 
users and broader society.

One would note that dating apps contain a large amount 
of sensitive information on each user. Almost every app 
requires users to upload pictures and fill out an extensive 
user profile. Here, we will focus only on one such (popular) 
mobile dating app, namely: Badoo. The Badoo user profile 
contains information on age, gender, occupation, education, 
hobbies, and daily routine. Many mobile device users rou-
tinely connect their devices to a third-party Wi-Fi provider, 
for example in a shopping mall, at a café, at the airport, or 
even to an inflight Wi-Fi system. A malicious actor (adver-
sary) can easily carry out a man-in-the-middle (MITM) 
attack, by impersonating as a legitimate Wi-Fi access point. 
Hence, in this paper we seek to determine how an adversary, 
armed with only a laptop and freely available software, could 
intercept communications from an Android or iOS mobile 
device / app user and what the adversary could infer about 
the user from the intercepted communications.

Specifically, we install Badoo dating app versions 5.187.0 
and 5.198.1 on on an iPphone 7 (iOS 14.2) and a Moto G5 
Plus device, respectively. We then create two dating app pro-
files (one for each device), and set up a packet sniffer, and cap-
ture and decrypt the (captured) network traffic (see Sect. 3). 
Such a setting is representative of a very simple real-world 
attack, where an adversary sets up a proxy server to intercept 
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HTTPS traffic sent by the mobile app user. The findings from 
the investigation are reported in Sect. 4, for example in terms 
of the various artifacts obtained by the adversary, where the 
majority data is found in the HTTPS packets.

Next, we will briefly review the extant literature.

2  Related work

Mobile app forensics is one of the major research areas in 
mobile forensics, and many researchers have proposed dif-
ferent approaches to faciliate the acquisition of forensic arti-
facts from mobile apps on smartphones. Since data gereated 
by a mobile app is usually stored in a well-known directory 
hierarchy (e.g., App data is store under /data/data/{app_
name} on Android and /Applications/{app_name} on iOS), 
analysis could be undertaken on the clear-text/enrypted data 
found in these locations. For example, the authors of [3, 4] 
demonstrated how one can acquire evidence from clear-text 
data in mobile health/fitness apps. The authors had success-
fully retrieved the user’s walking distances, style, speed, and 
user’s health data, geo-locations, and walking paths. To deal 
with encrypted data such as the encrypted user credencials, 
privacy, and database, the authors of [5, 6] proposed that an 
investigator can hijack/leak the decryption keys via reverse 
engineering of the disambled app or sniffing the network 
traffic where the decryption keys are exchanged. While these 
articles were particularly written for vault and social media 
apps, the proposed methods can be used for analyzing other 
types of mobile apps (e.g., IoT, social media, bank, mali-
cious). For example, the authors of [7] conducted a conper-
hensive forensic analysis over Amazon Echo, in which the 
authors found significant forensic artifacts such as account 
information and user-Alexa communication data from the 
Echo’s companion mobile app. In [8], the authors exam-
ined the mobile apps for IoT devices, namely Insteon IP 
Camera, Insteon Hub and nest thermostat. In addition to 
the evidence on the local device, the authors extended data 
acquisition to the Cloud server of the IoT applications via 
open Cloud APIs. In terms of social networking and messag-
ing app forensics, the authors of [9] tested 70 iOS apps with 
a packet sniffing technique and concluded that user privacy 
such as user’s geo-location, user credentilas for social net-
work, email, etc., can be caputered from 15/70 applications 
and 50/70 were found exchanging unencrypted authoriza-
tion data through network. Another work outlined in [10] 
particularly focused on Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and 
Google + on both Android and iOS platforms. The authors 
successfully recovered user credencials and users activities 
that are of forensic interest from network traffics, memory 
and internal storage of the mobile devices. To encapsulate 
the aforementioned methods to an integrated digital forensic 
framework, the authors of [11] proposed a design science 

approach and demonstrated how to apply such a framework 
while investigating Android IoT applications.

While digital forensics, including mobile forensics, is rela-
tively well-studied, dating application forensics is surpris-
ingly less represented in the research literature, considering 
the amount of sensitive information in such apps that could 
impact on the user’s physical safety concerns [12, 13]. There 
are a small number of research articles that focus on foren-
sic artifact discovery. For example, Shetty, Grispos, and Choo 
[14] studied seven popular Android mobile dating apps, and 
the Google Chrome browser app. The research results showed 
that mobile dating apps are, potentially, vulnerable to various 
commo security risks. Knox et al. [15] investigated the Happen 
dating apps for both Android and iOS devices, and Stoicescu, 
Matei, and Rughinis [16] focused on Tinder and OkCupid dat-
ing apps. It was also observed that a number of researchers 
used an adversary model in mobile device / app forensics, such 
as the one proposed in [17]. An adversary model is a mod-
eling approach in which the roles of the potential attackers are 
defined and subsequently used to evaluate the target device / 
app. For example, an dating app ‘adversary’ is assumed to have 
the ability to listen, send, reveal, execute, and corrupt data in 
transit [17], which represents the real-world attacker capability. 
Ma, Sun, and Naaman [18] studied the temporal component of 
the Happn dating app, seeking to understand how users utilize 
information about the location overlap and what benefits and 
drawbacks location overlap offers to dating app users. Phan, 
Seigfried-Spellar, and Choo [19] studied issues surrounding 
dating apps, in terms of the various associated risks of dating 
app usage such as crimes, mitigation strategies, physiological 
and psychological impacts on users, assessment on associated 
cybersecurity risks and potential digital artifacts of interest in 
a criminal investigation. In an earlier study [20], the authors 
provided a systematic overview of how mobile dating app 
investigations should be carried out. The authors also presented 
forensic techniques on nine proximity-based dating apps and 
identified what data could be recovered from user devices.

As discussed earlier, dating app forensics and security 
evaluations appear to be understudied, in comparison to 
mobile (device) forensics and mobile security (e.g., see 
[21, 22]). Findings from earlier studies such as [20] may no 
longer be relevant due to changes in the apps. This reinforces 
the importance of ongoing research efforts in mobile app 
forensics and security.

Table 1 provides a snapshot of the related dating app 
research literature.

3  Research setup and approach

Badoo allows users to create new accounts or link existing 
accounts such as Facebook and Twitter, through the popu-
lar OAuth API. For this experiment, two mobile devices 
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were used to create Badoo accounts. One iOS device 
(i-Phone 7) and one Android device (Moto G5 Plus). 
Unfortunately, Badoo restricts a single mobile device from 
creating multiple accounts. This means any cell / phone 
number can only create one associated Badoo user profile. 
Due to this restriction, only two Badoo user accounts were 
created in our experiment, one on each device. Table 2 
describes the devices and associated accounts.

The iPhone 7 device was used to create the fake Jackson 
Choo profile and the Moto G5 Plus created Sarah Koo. The 
two accounts were created at the same time. The profiles 
were then ‘matched’ using Badoo’s proximity matching 
feature. This feature enables users to match with other 
Badoo users who are closest to them. The Jackson Choo 
account swiped right on Sarah Koo when the user’s dat-
ing card appeared in the stack. Sarah Koo also swiped 
right, and the users were matched. Once matched, the two 
devices could then message each other. Due to privacy 
considersations, we did not actively search for or interact 
with other dating app users.

Due to COVID-19 restrictions, the two device owners 
were not able to run Badoo while on the same network. Due 
to this restriction, the Jackson Choo profile, running on iOS 
14.2, was the main subject of investigation. In other words, 

the experiment focused on the capturing of forensic artifacts 
from this device. Jackson Choo will use Badoo to communi-
cate with Sarah Koo, the Android device located in Houston.

3.1  Mobile hotspot packet sniffer

Acting as the ‘adversary’, the research team began with a 
packet sniffing operation. The goal was to intercept messages 
sent from the iPhone (Jackson) to the Android (Sarah) via 
the Badoo dating app. To capture network traffic, a laptop 
running Windows 10 would act as packet sniffer. The tools 
and tactics used to establish the attack were all open-source 
and publicly available (Fig. 1).

First, the laptop created a mobile hotspot named ‘LAP-
TOP-ADVERSARY’. Jackson connected to this hotspot 
thinking it was a legitimate Wi-Fi access point. The laptop 
began to capture all network traffic sent between Jackson 
and the internet using Wireshark, a free packet sniffer. To 
gain access to the raw traffic, a Wi-Fi Protected Access Pre-
Shared Key (WPA -PSK) was generated. The key was gener-
ated using the Passphrase and SSID of the hotspot network, 
see Fig. 1. The key enabled the packet sniffing software to 
decrypt IEEE 802.11 wireless traffic sent to and from Jack-
son’s iPhone [24].

Table 1  Dating app research literature: A snapshot

Research Year Research focus(es) Number of dating apps studied, and names of the apps

[13] 2020 User safety 14 Badoo, Bumble, Grindr, Growlr, Happn, HER, Hinge, Hornet, Jack’d, 
OKCupid, Plenty of Fish, Scruff, Tinder, Wapa

[14] 2017 Cybersecurity 8 Tinder, Happn, Badoo, MeetMe, Skout, Lovoo, Coffee Meets Bagel, 
Chrome for Android, Facebook

[15] 2020 Cybersecurity, privacy, partially digital forensics 1 Happn (versions 9.6.2, 9.7, and 9.8 for iOS devices, and versions 3.0.22 
and 24.18.0 for Android devices)

[16] 2020 Privacy 2 Tinder and OkCupid
[18] 2017 Cybersecurity, privacy 1 Happn
[19] 2021 Crimes, mitigation, physiological and psycho-

logical effects, cybersecurity, digital forensics
- - (literature review article)

[20] 2015 Digital forensics 9 Badoo, Grindr, Skout, Tinder, Jaumo, Meet Me, FullCircle, MuiMeet

Table 2  Test devices Device OS version Device location Badoo app version Installation date

iPphone 7 iOS 14.2 San Antonio, TX 5.187.0 Oct 20, 2020
Moto G5 Plus Android v7.0 Houston, TX 5.198.1 Oct 20, 2020

Fig. 1  WPA-PSK Generation [23]
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3.2  Fiddler proxy server

A proxy server was created on the adversary Windows 10 
laptop. The proxy server was created used Fiddler Anywhere, 
a web-debugging proxy built to inspect HTTP(S) traffic. The 
tool is free and built to help web-developers quickly spin up 
and debug web servers. We used the tool for a slightly differ-
ent, more nefarious purpose, in the sense that the adversary’s 
laptop will use the proxy server to funnel all of Jackson’s 
mobile traffic through Fiddler Anywhere.

The proxy server was in a different network environment. 
Instead of connecting through the laptop hotspot, Jackson 
and the Adversary would now be peers in the same network. 
Both devices were connected to the same network gateway. 
The gateway was a Google Wi-Fi mesh router. Both devices 
were configured to be ‘discoverable’ on the network. To 
verify that the devices could communicate, a ping request 
was sent from the Adversary to Jackson. The ping was suc-
cessfully replied to, verifying that the devices could com-
municate (Figs. 2 and 3).

Several important configuration steps were taken to setup 
the proxy. The Fiddler application was given admin rights on 
the Win10 box. This enabled Fiddler to capture remote con-
nections and not be constrained to only local traffic. In addi-
tion, Jackson’s iPhone was forced to send all traffic through 
the Fiddler proxy on port 8866 of the local network [25]. The 
Fiddler Root certificate also needed to be downloaded and 
trusted on Jackson’s iPhone. This step was critical to maintain 
web-access and capture all network traffic. See configuration 
screenshots from Jackson’s iPhone in figures two and three.

Once successfully configured, Jackson’s decrypted 
HTTPS web traffic was visible through Fiddler Anywhere. 
The proxy server was used to track three separate sessions 
of Jackson’s common activity on Badoo. The proxy server 
also gave the Adversary of tracking Jackson’s activity in real 
time. This meant the Adversary knew when Jackson was on 
Badoo and could create a profile of Jackson’s activity.

4  Results

The network traffic captured sent from Jackson’s iPhone 
to the Badoo server. The packet sniffing and proxy server 
operations were able to capture significant forensic artifacts. 
The results of the packet sniffing operation will be discussed 
first followed by the proxy server.

4.1  Packet capture

The freely available and widely used Wireshark packet 
capture tool was able to intercept network traffic between 
Jackson’s iPhone and the Badoo servers. The Domain Name 

Server (DNS) packets revealed that Jackson was actively 
using Badoo’s iOS app. How do we know that it is the iOS 
version of Badoo? The DNS traffic also revealed iTunes. So 
far, the laptop ‘adversary’ knows that Jackson is using an 
iPhone to run Badoo’s iOS app.

Further investigation with packet capture was thwarted due to 
HTTPS-TLS encryption. All application layer traffic sent from 
Jackson’s iPhone was encrypted. This information provided lit-
tle to no information about Jackson’s information or activity on 
Badoo. To overcome this, the research team setup a proxy server. 
The results of this operation will be discussed next.

4.2  Proxy server

The proxy server captured a large amount of significant data 
between Jackson and the Badoo servers. Jackson’s traffic was 
captured during three different Badoo sessions. The first session 
involved Jackson sending two messages to Sarah, the Android 
in Houston. The proxy server captured network traffic during 
the session. The traffic contained forensic artifacts that revealed 
very sensitive information about Jackson and the device he used.

4.2.1  Messaging session

An HTTP/1.1 POST request was sent from Jackson’s 
iPhone7 to Badoo’s US based server (us1.badoo.com). The 
post request body contained detailed JSON (Java Script 
Object Notation) about Jackson and his mobile device. The 
JSON included the devices make and model, iOS version, 
the device ID, network interface type (Wi-Fi), version of 
the Badoo app and language, free versus premium Badoo 
subscription, and the Badoo session_id. All this informa-
tion could be used by the Adversary to exploit Jackson. For 
example, the Adversary could use the Badoo session_id to 
hijack Jackson’s connection to Badoo.

In addition to device information, the packet’s JSON data 
contained artifacts about Jackson’s dating profile. The data 
included user age, gender, and type of communication sent. 
Interestingly, Jackson’s chat message did not appear in plain-
text. The JSON data had a comm_type variable that showed 
that it was a ‘chat’, but the value of field was just a long float 
number (311.6127500034054).

4.2.2  Swiping session

The second proxy session, the swiping session, involved Jack-
son using Badoo’s swiping and proximity match features. Jack-
son swiped on user profiles that were presented in his “stack” 
and viewed Badoo profiles in that were near his current loca-
tion. This session created a lot of HTTPS traffic, allowing the 
adversary to intercept considerably more information about 
Jackson and the profiles he was swiping on.
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Fig. 2  iOS 14 proxy configuration
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Fig. 3  Fiddler Root Certificate
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The Adversary captured every user profile presented to 
Jackson in his swiping stack. Jackson’s device generated a 
GET HTTPS request to Badoo’s content distribution network 
(CDN). The CDN replied with an HTTP response containing 
the images and information on the profile card presented to 
Jackson. From this HTTP response, the adversary was able 
to capture the JPEG images.

After each swipe, Jackson’s device sent a POST request 
to the Badoo server. This request contained updates to Jack-
son’s profile. It also contained a new variable, Encounters/
vote. This variable fluctuated between 0.0 and 100.0 based 
on Jackson’s interactions. Before swiping on any profiles, 
Jackson had an Encounters/vote value of 0.09. After swip-
ing on a user and matching, Jackson’s Encounters/vote value 
shot up to 65.77. Then, Jackson swiped on another user and 
did not immediately match. The following POST request 
showed Jackson’s Encounters/vote value decrease to 52.92.

The Adversary had access to the pictures Jackson was 
swiping on as well as the updates to Jackson’s profile info. 
The adversary could easily deduce which user Jackson had 
liked, disliked, and matched with from the GET and POST 
request data. These artifacts reveal a detailed account of 
Jackson and the users he encountered on Badoo.

When Badoo is launched, the app sends an interesting 
POST request to the remote server. This POST contains 
JSON with all the user and device info discussed above. In 
addition, it contains a JSON variable named measurements. 
This variable contains a type and value measurement for 
the various Badoo services. These services include primary, 
navigation user interface, and iOS launch. The type and 
value data are just integers and do not obviously correlate 
to any user or device info. This data could be an interesting 
avenue for future research.

4.2.3  Proximity session

Next Jackson used Badoo’s proximity feature. This feature pre-
sents the user with numerous profiles of users who are close to 
device. The average proximity observes on the app was 1–10 
miles. The Adversary captured Jackson’s traffic during this session 
using the same proxy server from earlier sessions. The Adversary 
found artifacts that revealed information about Jackson and the 
users who were closest to him at the time of the session.

To active the proximity feature Jackson’s device sent GET 
and POST requests to Badoo’s US and European servers. The 
POST request to Badoo’s European server contained the most 
information relevant to Jackson and the other user profiles. 
The body of the POST contained a 1000 + line JSON file with 
information on all Badoo users presented to Jackson. The data 
included multiple user ids, encoded names, a full list of user 
profile information, and information on if they had liked Jack-
son or not. In addition, the JSON contained the same Encoun-
ters/vote variable found before in Jackson’s profile (Fig. 4).

This is clearly a significant amount of data on all Badoo 
users that Jackson encountered. However, some of these 
artifacts were less revealing. For example, the profile infor-
mation only contained metadata about what the user had 
filled out. The Adversary could see if the proximity users 
had filled out the job and education fields, but he/she did not 
have access to the value of this fields.

4.2.4  Looking through profiles

During Jackson’s final Badoo session, we took a closer 
look at the profiles Jackson had been matched with. Badoo 
enables users to view the photos and profile descriptions of 
other users. The users do not need to be matched to view 

Fig. 4  JSON Profile Information on close-proximity users
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each other’s profiles. Jackson viewed the profiles of users he 
matched with and those he found in the proximity session. 
Like earlier sessions, the Adversary used the Fiddler proxy 
server to capture and decrypt all network traffic between 
Jackson’s device and the Badoo servers.

The Adversary was able to intercept all profile pictures 
viewed by Jackson. The pictures were intercepted via the GET 
HTTPS response sent to Jackson’s iPhone when he viewed 
each profile. However, the Adversary was limited to the same 
JSON data found in Fig. 4. The profile name was not available. 
Instead, the JSON contained an encrypted user id and profile 
description variables. Overall, this session did not provide the 
Adversary with any new or significant artifacts.

5  Discussion and research limitations

Our preliminary research results presented in this paper raise 
several questions, firstly on users’ safety, dating apps’ cyber-
security, user privacy, and the help that such applications can 
provide to the investigators. Dating apps significantly nega-
tively impact user safety, which has already been raised by 
other researches [13, 19]. Like every other application, dat-
ing apps are also vulnerable to various cyber threats and can 
be targeted to facilitate a broad range of nerfarious activities 
(e.g., user privacy violation). Such actions can have a negative 
impact on a user in a virtual or physical context (e.g., cyber 
/ physical stalking, sexual assault, and/or murder). Neverthe-
less, this research indicates that investigators can retrieve user 
information and activities in the Badoo app, such as user ID 
and other relevant information that can be of great help dur-
ing a legitimate and court-authorized (criminal) investigation.

The primary limitations in this study were due to Covid-
19 restrictions. The iOS and Android devices, owners were 
never able to operate their devices in the same network after 
the initial setup. This meant that the investigation had to 
focus on the iOS device, Jackson, and only used the Android 
device, Sarah, as a sender and receiver of messages. From 
this point on the investigation was limited to only traffic sent 
and received by the iPhone7 running iOS 14.2.

There were several limitations with the iOS device. 
Researchers were unable to locate app data when the device 
was backed up with iTunes. The iTunes backup contained no 
application data. The only artifacts found were system data 
and pictures/videos from Jackson. The Happn investigation, 
discussed earlier in the literature review, used iTunes back-
ups to acquire data on the user’s dating profile [15]. Badoo’s 
data was not accessible through the iTunes backup. This lim-
ited the Adversary’s ability to gain information on Jackson.

Research was also limited by the OS restrictions on the 
Android and iPhone. The owner of both devices specified that 
they should not be permanently altered in anyway. This meant 
that the iPhone could not be jailbroken, and the Android could 

not be rooted. Both operations could cause irreparable dam-
age to the device. Mobile rootkits can permanently hinder a 
device’s performance and make them more suspectable to 
malware [26]. Also, rooting a phone almost always voids the 
warranty. Since major alterations to the devices were not per-
mitted, most of the research was restricted to network traffic.

6  Conclusion

Our preliminary research focused on the Badoo dating app, 
where we attempted locate and record sensitive user data sent 
by a Badoo user using a simple MITM attack. We demon-
strated how easy it is to intercept network traffic that contains 
sensitive information about the target user, and users com-
municating or interacting with the target user. The Adversary 
gathered personally identifiable information relating to our tar-
get user, which includes age, gender, sexual preference, and 
personal pictures. The Adversary also gained access to our 
target user’s Encounters/votes score. This variable is not meant 
to be seen by users and is meant to score users based on how 
many likes they have received. The Adversary used this num-
ber while our target user was swiping in real-time to determine 
if (s)he matched with the users our target user encountered. In 
addition to our target user’s information, the Adversary gained 
information on other Badoo users. The HTTPS traffic captured 
during the 4.2.3 proximity session contained sensitive infor-
mation about Badoo users who were within 10 miles of our 
target user. Profile pictures, user ids, and profile metadata were 
all captured. Overall, the Adversary collected information on 
50 + Badoo user profiles during the MITM session.

Going forward, we plan to investigate other popular dating 
apps. Do other popular dating apps, such as Tinder or Hinge, 
better protect their network traffic? This investigation revealed 
that simply using HTTPS-TLS encryption may not be enough. 
An adversary could setup a Wi-Fi hotspot that routes all users 
traffic though a proxy server like Fiddler Anywhere. Do widely 
used dating apps have in-place additional level(s) of encryption 
to protect user pictures and information?

In addition, we plan to explore the use of other tools, such 
as the recently developed “DC3 Advanced Carver, a modu-
lar software package for the salvaging of corrupted data files 
from almost any digital device” [27] and perform an empiri-
cal evaluation of both commercial and open-source forensic 
tools in terms of the range and types of information that can 
be obtained from a forensic analysis of the devices and proxy 
servers. To share the findings and the forensic artifacts of 
Badoo in a standard form with the digital forensic commu-
nity, we plan to create a schema (a form that can represent 
how to find the important forensic artifacts from a significant 
amount of data, but does not include any real/sensitive data) 
on ForKaS [28], which is an automated knowledge-sharing 
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forensic platform that can automatically suggest schemas dur-
ing forensic investigation.

The goal of connecting users is a noble one, but it should 
not sacrifice the privacy of those users to accomplish 
it. Findings from the Pew Research Center, for example, 
show that dating app use continues to grow every year [29], 
including during COVID-related lockdowns [30]. It is also 
known that such applications can be abused to facilitate a 
broad range of nefarious activities [31]. For example, a male 
accused person was reportedly sentenced to seven years’ 
imprisonment after being found guity of ‘raping and sexu-
ally exploiting teenage girls he met on Instagram and Tinder’ 
[30]. In addition, given the sensitive nature such apps, there 
may be attempts to obtain and/or exfiltrate data from these 
applications. In other words, the larger the pool of exposed 
information grows, the more likely a criminal enterprise will 
try and exploit it. Dating applications can give users a false 
sense of security by keeping the like system double blind. 
However, the true threat to users may not be from inside 
the applanation, as demonstrated in this study. The findings 
reinforce the importance of both security- and privacy-by-
design principles in future app developments. Also, can 
we integrate crime prevention theories such as the Routine 
Activity Theory [32] and security- and privacy-by-design 
principles in future app developments? For example, can 
we align security and privacy-preservation measures with 
the three constructs of the Routine Activity Theory, specifi-
cally in terms of increasing the effort required to offend (by 
reducing opportunity), increasing the risk of getting caught 
(by enhancing guardianship), and reducing the rewards of 
offending (by reducing motivation).
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